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FOREWORD 
 
We are delighted to be able to present this annual report to you. 
 
2015 has brought us the opportunity to reflect on all of our past and present activities and write a new 
policy, that would apply for the next ten years. We contacted the PBO-department of the tax authorities 
to confer with them on the best way for us to work on safeguarding the traditions in the near and distant 
future within the existing guidelines and regulations. 
Furthermore, there have been some changes in the board. Mr L.J. Jhampa Gyamtshog  and Mrs 
M.M.H.L.T.  van der Bom-Tjoa have stepped down from their respective functions as president and 
member. No new board members have joined to replace them.  
 
For any other activities and developments of this past year, we encourage you to read the report.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
In 2015’s annual report, you will first find general information about the Foundation and the way it is 
structured. Next, you will find the most important activities and developments of 2015. Lastly, there will 
be a small conclusion. 
 

  
GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
The Foundation, The Dagpo Educational Fund, has been set up with the aim of supporting the cultural, 

educational and philosophical aspects of Buddhist traditions of Dagpo Shedrub Ling’s monastic university 

anywhere in the world, so that they can continue to exist and be shared with those who are interested in 

them. The Dagpo Educational Fund uses its financial means to achieve this. The Foundation is a non-

profit organisation. 

The aim of the Foundation has an implied social aspect; this means that the people who live according to 

the traditions of Dagpo Shedrub Ling contribute to education, health care and other forms of 

humanitarian institutions whenever and wherever necessary. 

 

STRUCTURE OF THE ORGANISATION 
 
Composition of the board from February of 2015 onwards 

 President: Mrs. E. van Weelden 

 Secretary: Ms. P.C.G. Hendriks 

 Treasurer: Mrs. L.H.F.M. Teunissen-van den Ende 

 General members: Mr. A. Tjiptobiantoro and Mrs. M.H. van den Eijkhoff. 
 
 
The aim of the board is to meet in person at least once a year. Throughout the rest of the year the board 

keeps in touch through e-mail and via telephone. 
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MOST IMPORTANT ACTIVITIES AND DEVELOPMENTS IN 2015 

 
Contact with our donors  
In December 2014 we sent out a newsletter that included well wishes for Christmas and New Year. For 
this reason, we did not send out a card for Losar last February. We plan on sending out a losar-card again 
next year. 
  
Renewed arrangements with the PBO-department of the tax authorities 
In the first half of 2015, the Foundation met with the PBO-team to discuss the best way to pursue the 
Foundation’s main goal, the long term persistence of the Dagpo-traditions, in a way that is in accordance 
with the PBO-conditions. The results of this meeting have been included in the policy for 2015-2025.  
 
Visit to the monastic university of Dagpo Shedrub Ling in Kais, Kullu Valley India 
Two of the board members attended this year’s annual teaching in the monastery of Kaïs from August 
30th until September 21st and 27th respectively. This year, they not only attended the Venerable Dagpo 
Rinpoche’s annual teaching, but also the subsequent teaching by Venerable Geshe Yönten Gyatso. 
Both these teachings were attended by the monks, but also by over 200 people from all over the world. 
Indonesia, Malaysia, France, the USA, India, Israel, Switzerland, Greece and the Netherlands. The board 
members had a very useful meeting with the monastery’s board while there. 
 
The number of monks the monastery is home to is still growing. As of this moment, around 160 monks 
are staying in the monastery, of which about 52 are of primary school age. The goal is to keep growing 
steadily up until about 300 monks. 
 
The Thosam Ling school 
The school has been appointed a new director. It is currently experiencing some problems with hiring new 
and qualified teachers. This is probably due to the fact that the pay is not quite as good as it is in city 
schools. The school is trying to close this gap by increasing the pay annually. 
 
Retreat and study centre 
The status of this project is unchanged. The official transfer of the land has still not been finalised. As was 
indicated in the last annual report, this is due to the bureaucracy at every governmental level in the 
country: municipality, province, county and state.  
 
Healthcare 
The current plan is to establish a health care facility in the monastery, where locals can receive a 
consultation and basic medical care for a small fee. Medication should be free. There will also be an 
educational component, with education on topics such as tuberculosis.  
Furthermore, a plan is being considered to include an annual health check. This would probably include a 
blood test for diabetes, a dental check and an eye exam. This would have to be paired with 
implementation of a system of cards with patient information. This plan has been around for a while but 
has never been put into action. 
The monastery is also considering hiring an ayurvedic doctor that has also studied western medicine. It is, 
however, challenging to find an affordable physician. 
 
Projects 
The school in the Chalyara dist. Hamirpur Tehsil (Himachal Pradesh) 
We have decided not to support the school in the Chalyara dist. Hamirpur Tehsil (Himachal Pradesh), a 
school that included the Tibetan language and culture in its educational program. We’ve made this 
decision because the information with which they supplied us was unsatisfactory. 
 
Acoustic isolation  
As the board members have been able to experience for themselves during their visit to the monastery, 
the application of acoustic isolation to the ceiling of the Dagpo Shedrub Ling debating hall has been a 
massive success. The noise problems have been largely eliminated. For the monks, this means they can 
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debate with several groups at the same time, which is very important, especially during wintertime. It has 
also made guests’ stay in the hall considerably more comfortable. 
 
New project 
During our meeting with the monastery’s board, we discussed our next project: the installation of a 
heating system in the school, the guest buildings and the monks’ rooms. This system would have to be 
based on solar power. We have given the same architectural firm the request to take care of it. We are 
following the developments closely and have started deliberations on what we can do to aid the research.   
 
Policy 
We have put together a new policy, in cooperation with an assets manager, for the next ten years. You can 
find a shortened version of this on our website.  
  
Meetings 
The board met twice to confer. Outside of these meetings, there has been a lot of contact via telephone or 
e-mail. 
 
IN CONCLUSION 
We are very content with all that has been achieved in 2015. The number of donators is steadily rising. We 
have tried to create the optimal conditions to safeguard the Dagpo-traditions in cooperation with the 
PBO-team of the tax authorities.  
In 2016, we plan to follow the developments of the sustainable heating system closely and will offer 
support wherever possible by conducting some research  
 
 
 
 

 


